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No Marketing Blurb
On the history of the Ottoman Empire.
The story of British Malaya and Singapore, from the
days of Victorian pioneers to the denouement of
independence, is a momentous episode in Britain’s
colonial past. Through memoirs, letters and
interviews, Margaret Shennan chronicles its halcyon
years, the two World Wars, economic depression
and diaspora, revealing the attitudes of the diverse
quixotic characters of this now quite vanished world.
The British came as fortune-seekers to exploit Asian
trade shipped through Penang and Singapore. They
found a mature Asian culture in a land of palm-
fringed shores and primeval jungle. Like modern
Romans, they built townships, defences,
communications and hill stations, they spurred a
rivalry between the fledgling commercial centres of
Singapore, Penang and Kuala Lumpur, and they
superimposed their law and established an
idiosyncratic political system. They also developed
the tin and rubber of the Malay States, encouraging
Chinese and Indian immigrants by their open-door
policy. The outcome was a vibrant multi-racial
society – the most cosmopolitan in the East.
It was a bare, low-ceilinged dungeon, stench-ridden
and stifling in the murderous summer heat of India.
Measuring only abouteighteen feet long and fourteen
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feet wide, with twosmall barred air-holes, the cell
known as the Black Hole prison, in the British East
India Company's seemingly impregnable Fort
William on the Hoogly River of Calcutta, was
intended to hold at most a couple of prisoners. But
on the terrible night of June 20, 1756, at the end of a
four-day battle of astonishing ferocity which saw a
vast Indian horde overwhelm the Fort's great
outnumbered defenders, one hundred and forty-five
men, and one woman, were cruelly herded into the
Black Hole, and what they suffered during the ten
horrific hours of their confinement - well, suffice it to
say that only twenty-three survived till their release
at dawn. The siege of Calcutta (for the British, an
incredible saga of blundering and bad luck, poisoned
by egregious instances of cowardice and treachery),
and the night of the Black Hole, together comprise
one of the most dramatic episodes of British Imperial
history.
Between the wars, the lives of four neighboring
English families intersect in this “highly
recommended” saga by a New York
Times–bestselling author (Sunday Express). In the
spring of 1919, his wife’s death brings Sergeant Jim
Carver home from the front. He returns to be a single
parent to his seven children in a place he has never
lived: Number Twenty, Manor Park Avenue, in a
South London suburb. The Carvers’ neighbor
Eunice Fraser, at Number Twenty-Two, has also
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known tragedy. Her soldier husband was killed,
leaving her and her eight-year-old son, Esme, to
fend for themselves. At Number Four, Edith Clegg
takes in lodgers and looks after her sister, Becky,
whose mind has been shattered by a past trauma.
No one knows much about the Friths, at Number
Seventeen, who moved to the Avenue before the
war. The first book in the two-part historical series
the Avenue, which also includes The Avenue Goes
to War, The Dreaming Suburb takes readers into the
everyday lives of these English families between
World War I and World War II, as their hopes,
dreams, and struggles are played out against a
radically changing world.
In What's the Matter with the Internet?, leading
cultural theorist Mark Poster offers a sophisticated
and astute assessment of the potential the new
medium has to redefine culture and politics. Avoiding
the mindless hype and meaningless jargon that has
characterized much of the debate about the future of
the Web, he details what truly distinguishes the
Internet from other media and the implications these
novel properties have for such vital issues as
authorship, national identity and global citizenship,
the fate of ethnicity and race, and democracy.
Arguing that the Internet demands a social and
cultural theory appropriate to the specific qualities of
cyberspace, Poster reformulates the ideas of
thinkers associated with our understanding of post-
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modern culture and the media (including Foucault,
Deleuze, Heidegger, Baudrillard, and Derrida) to
account for and illuminate the virtual world, paying
particular attention to its political dimensions and the
nature of identity. In this innovative analysis, Poster
acknowledges that although the colonization of the
Internet by corporations and governments does
threaten to retard its capacity to bring about genuine
change, the new medium is still capable of
transforming both contemporary social practices and
the way we see the world and ourselves.
When pioneering doctor Kit Masters is forced to flee England,
he makes a new start on the South Sea island of Koraloona.
Enchanted by the island and its people, Kit falls in love with
Gaugin's grandaughter and dreams of building a hospital. But
all is under threat as World War II approaches. 'Barber is a
master' Mail on Sunday
A strong emotional attachment to the memory of empire runs
deep in British culture. In recent years, that memory has
become a battleground in a long-drawn ideological war,
inflecting debates on race, class, gender, culture, the UK’s
future and its place in the world. This provocative and
passionate book surveys the scene of the imperial memory
wars in contemporary Britain, exploring how the myths that
structure our views of empire came to be, and how they
inform the present. Taking in such diverse subjects as Rory
Stewart and inter-war adventure fiction, man’s facial hair and
Kipling, the Alt-right and the Red Wall, Imperial Nostalgia
asks how our relationship with our national past has gone
wrong, and how it might be improved.
Singapore - a trading post where different lives jostle and mix.
It is 1927, and three young people are starting to question
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whether this inbetween island can ever truly be their home.
Mei Lan comes from a famous Chinese dynasty but yearns to
free herself from its stifling traditions; ten-year-old Howard
seethes at the indignities heaped on his fellow Eurasians by
the colonial British; Raj, fresh off the boat from India, wants
only to work hard and become a successful businessman. As
the years pass, and the Second World War sweeps through
the east, with the Japanese occupying Singapore, the three
are thrown together in unexpected ways, and tested to
breaking point. Richly evocative, A Different Sky paints a
scintillating panorama of thirty tumultuous years in
Singapore's history through the passions and struggles of
characters the reader will find it hard to forget.
"The Polygamist weaves a tale of four women whose lives
become intertwine when they all fall for wealthy banking
magnate Jonasi. Seemingly indomitable, and oozing money,
power and sex appeal, Jonasi is about to complicate all their
lives forever"--P. [4] of cover.
Secret Missions to Cuba reveals new insights into Fidel
Castro's personality, details secret missions to Cuba under
the Carter and Reagan administrations to negotiate the
restoration of US-Cuban relations and provides an in-depth
look at Miami's exile community since 1959. This
groundbreaking story is told through Bernardo Benes - a
lawyer who joined the refugee exodus from Castro's Cuba in
1960. Benes quickly became one of the leading voices
advocating the integration of Cubans into the city's Anglo, old-
boy power structure. In 1978, Cuban Intelligence recruited
him as an emissary between the Carter administration and
Cuba. He did the same for the CIA under Reagan in the early
1980s. In all, Benes made seventy-five secret trips to meet
with high-ranking Cuban officials, spending about 150 hours
face-to-face with Fidel Castro. The 1978 dialogue resulted in
the release of 3,600 Cuban political prisoners and the right for
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Cuban exiles to visit family members on the island. Rather
than being received as a hero on his return to Miami,
however, Benes was branded a traitor by the Miami Cuban
media for having dealt personally with Castro. His career
ruined, he became a pariah in the community. Secret
Missions to Cuba also examines the motives of those who
vilified Benes and explores why so many Cubans in Miami
have permitted themselves to be silenced - much in the same
ways, Levine claims, as Cubans under Castro. But what
differentiates Levine's book from any other is that he is
literally breaking new ground by documenting these top-
secret missions to Cuba. Furthermore, he has the
corroboration of key players like Ambler Moss, who was the
Ambassador to Panama under Carter; Bob Pastor, who was
Carter's Latin American advisor on the National Security
Council, and General Vernon A. Walters, the former Deputy
Director of the CIA. The twenty-five photos in the book, some
which depict Bernardo Benes with Bill Clinton, Jimmy Carter,
Ted Kennedy and, of course, Fidel Castro, emphasize the
importance of Benes' story internationally.
This story describes the dramatic lives of Prince Dmitri
Korolev and his family caught up in the upheavals of
European revolution and war. They flee Russia in 1919,
escape to Switzerland and then Paris, but, with the Second
World War, they come under further pressure from the
Communist police. The author worked for many years in Paris
as a foreign correspondent and wrote several novels
including "Tanamera", "A Farewell to France", "A Woman of
Cairo" and "The Other Side of Paradise".
"brilliant... an impressive tour de force" Network *Why does
collective memory matter? *How is social memory generated,
maintained and reproduced? *How do we explain changes in
the content and role of collective memory? Through a
synthesis of old and new theories of social remembering, this
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book provides the first comprehensive overview of the
sociology of memory. This rapidly expanding field explores
how representations of the past are generated, maintained
and reproduced through texts, images, sites, rituals and
experiences. The main aim of the book is to show to what
extent the investigation of memory challenges sociological
understandings of the formation of social identities and
conflicts. It illustrates the new status of memory in
contemporary societies by examining the complex
relationships between memory and commemoration, memory
and identity, memory and trauma, and memory and justice.
The book consists of six chapters, with the first three devoted
to conceptualising the process of remembering by analyzing
memory's function, status and history, as well as by locating
the study of memory in a broader field of social science. The
second part of the book directly explores and discusses
theories and studies of social remembering. After a short
conclusion, which argues that study of collective memory is
an important part of any examination of contemporary society,
the glossary offers a concise and up to date overview of the
development of relevant theoretical concepts. The result is an
essential text for undergraduate courses in social theory, the
sociology of memory and a wider audience in cultural studies,
history and politics.
The subject of this vast, astonishing and brilliantly readable
work of history is the bizarre story of the Ottoman Empire,
seen through the lives and actions of its sultans, with their
absolute power and terrifying cruelty, their love of pomp and
magnificence and their overwhelming venality and corruption.
The author describes the men, the events, the daily life, the
strange customs of Turkey's court, from her emergence as a
great power in the sixteenth century to the death of Kemal
Ataturk, who overthrew the Sultanate to establish a new and
more modern form of tyranny. This book is a unique and
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fascinating record of four centuries of glory, debauchery,
splendor and cruelty. --from inside jacket flap.
Opulence. Invasion. Terror. And forbidden passion in 1930s
Singapore. 'They were the golden days, when Singapore was
as rich as its climate was steamy, its future as assured as it
was busy. And those days were made even better when, as
was inevitable, I fell in love with the Chinese beauty of Julie
Soong and, against all unwritten canons of Singapore life, we
became lovers.'
Sonia Riccardi, impetuous and sensual, is a woman no man
could resist. And Larry Astell, heir to a champagne fortune,
knows their passion is the most important part of his life. Until
war places in jeopardy all they held dear - love, family and
country. From the Left Bank of the 1930s to Nazi-occupied
Paris, A FAREWELL TO FRANCE is a magnificent epic,
played out against the tumultuous background of the time: a
decadent French government, the life of a foreign
correspondent, the grandeur of the champagne regions and
the glory of the French Resistance.
This engaging and accessible introduction explores the
intricacies of the film world to show how anyone can gain a
broader understanding and a more pleasurable experience of
film. Addressing general questions about why and how to
study film, topics discussed include: the movie industry, from
Hollywood to Bollywood who does what on a film set the
history, the technology and the art of cinema theories of
stardom, genre and film-making. Including illustrations and
examples from an international range of films drawn from
over a century of movie-making and a glossary of terms for
ease of reference, Film Studies: The Basics is a must-have
guide for any film student or fan.
'The story of the first all-out struggle in Asia between
Communism and the West, vividly told in an exciting and
engrossing book' Sunday Express Only three short years
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after the end of the Japanese occupation, war came again to
Malaya. The Chinese-backed guerrillas called it the War of
the Running Dogs - their contemptuous term for those in
Malaya who remained loyal to the British. The British
Government referred to this bloody and costly struggle as the
'Malayan Emergency'. Yet it was a war that lasted twelve
years and cost thousands of lives. By the time it was over
Malaya had obtained its independence - but on British, not on
Chinese or Communist terms. Here is the war as it was. Here
are the planters and their wives on their remote rubber
estates, the policemen, the generals and the soldiers, the
Malays, Chinese and Indians of a polyglot country, all fighting
an astute, ruthless, and well organized enemy.
The story of three Italian sisters; Raefella, Rosanna
and Fiammetta, living under Mussolini in 1938 and
the men who fell in love with them: Steve, an
American playboy; Kurt, a German musician;
Hamilton Johns, an English painter. Set in Florence
at the beginning of the World War II, this is the last
novel by Noel Barber, whose novels include
TANAMERA, A FAREWELL TO FRANCE and A
WOMAN OF CAIRO. 'The European war, particularly
the bombing of art-filled Cassino, is evoked with
good period detail.' Publishers Weekly
Jack Flowers, saint or sinner, caught a passing
bumboat into Singapore and got a job as a water-
clerk to a Chinese ship chandler. Now, on the side,
he offers girls (indeed 'anything, anything at all') to
tourists, sailors, residents and expatriates, but he is
haunted by his lack of worldly success and his fifty-
three years weigh heavily on him. So when he
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agrees to act as blackmailer for the faintly sinister
American, Edwin Shuck, in a plot against a general
from Vietnam, he has high, not to mention wild,
hopes of triumph. These are the outrageous
confessions of an ingenious con man in the seedy
and unforgettable world of expatriates amidst
imperial ruins.
"Our women are serving actively in many ways in
this war, and they are doing a grand job on both the
fighting front and the home front." -- Eleanor
Roosevelt, 1944 Our Mothers' War is a stunning and
unprecedented portrait of women during World War
II, a war that forever transformed the way women
participate in American society. Never before has the
vast range of American women's experience during
this pivotal era been brought together in one book.
Now, Our Mothers' War re-creates what American
women from all walks of life were doing and thinking,
on the home front and abroad. Like all great
histories, Our Mothers' War began with an
illuminating discovery. After finding a journal and
letters her mother had written while serving with the
Red Cross in the Pacific, journalist Emily Yellin
started unearthing what her mother and other
women of her mother's generation went through
during a time when their country asked them to step
into roles they had never been invited, or allowed, to
fill before. Drawing on a wide range of sources,
including personal interviews and previously
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unpublished letters and diaries, Yellin shows what
went on in the hearts and minds of the real women
behind the female images of World War II -- women
working in war plants; mothers and wives sending
their husbands and sons off to war and sometimes
death; women joining the military for the first time in
American history; nurses operating in battle zones in
Europe, Africa, and the Pacific; and housewives
coping with rationing. Yellin also delves into lesser-
known stories, including: tales of female spies, pilots,
movie stars, baseball players, politicians, prostitutes,
journalists, and even fictional characters; firsthand
accounts from the wives of the scientists who
created the atomic bomb at Los Alamos, African-
American women who faced Jim Crow segregation
laws at home even as their men were fighting enemy
bigotry and injustice abroad, and Japanese-
American women locked up as prisoners in their own
country. Yellin explains how Wonder Woman was
created in 1941 to fight the Nazi menace and
became the first female comic book superhero, as
well as how Marilyn Monroe was discovered in 1944
while working with her mother-in-law packing
parachutes at a war plant in Burbank, California. Our
Mothers' War gives center stage to those who might
be called "the other American soldiers."
Son and daughter of diplomats in Cairo, the gentle
Serena Pasha and Mark Holt are good-looking and
privileged, growing up in a magical world of
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champagne breakfasts and midnight picnics at the
pyramids. Their lives entwined since childhood, they
grow ever closer as adults. Yet Serena's hand has
been promised not to Mark, but to his brother, Greg.
However, as the Second World War speeds closer to
Cairo, a terrible accident gives these young lovers a
second chance - and with this chance comes terrible
dangers. Egypt is threatened not only by the German
army but by nationalist forces within Cairo
determined to end the British occupation at any cost.
The country torn apart, and with enemies on all
sides, Mark and Serena's love is tested to the limit.
From live productions of the 1950s like Requiem for
a Heavyweight to big budget mini-series like Band of
Brothers, long-form television programs have been
helmed by some of the most creative and
accomplished names in directing. Encyclopedia of
Television Film Directors brings attention to the
directors of these productions, citing every director of
stand alone long-form television programs: made for
TV movies, movie-length pilots, mini-series, and
feature-length anthology programs, as well as
drama, comedy, and musical specials of more than
60 minutes. Each of the nearly 2,000 entries
provides a brief career sketch of the director, his or
her notable works, awards, and a filmography. Many
entries also provide brief discussions of key shows,
movies, and other productions. Appendixes include
Emmy Awards, DGA Awards, and other accolades,
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as well as a list of anthology programs. A much-
needed reference that celebrates these often-
neglected artists, Encyclopedia of Television Film
Directors is an indispensable resource for anyone
interested in the history of the medium.
Schauplatz des ereignisreichen Romans ist Singapur
vor und während der japanischen Besetzung 1942 -
45. Zu jener Zeit gelten in der fernöstlichen
Handelsmetropole noch die gesellschaftlichen
Spielregeln der Kolonialzeit, denen sich auch John
Dexter und Julie Soong in ihrer Liebe unterwerfen
müssen. Dennoch versuchen sie, die sich von
Kindesbeinen an kennen und glauben, füreinander
bestimmt zu sein, allen traditionellen Schranken und
Hemmnissen zu trotzen.
Only three short years after the end of the Japanese
occupation, war came again to Malaya. The Chinese-
backed guerrillas called it the War of the Running
Dogs - their contemptuous term for those in Malaya
who remained loyal to the British. The British
Government referred to this bloody and costly
struggle as the 'Malayan Emergency'. Yet it was a
war that lasted twelve years and cost thousands of
lives. By the time it was over Malaya had obtained its
independence - but on British, not on Chinese or
Communist terms. Here is the war as it was. Here
are the planters and their wives on their remote
rubber estates, the policemen, the generals and the
soldiers, the Malays, Chinese and Indians of a
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polyglot country, all fighting an astute, ruthless, and
well organized enemy.
TanameraHodder
Daughter of English missionaries, Alice Greenwood
is captured during a massacre of Christians and
taken away to Hunan, where she becomes a
concubine in the house of Chu
Published to international acclaim in 1968, Noel
Barber¿s account of the fall of Singapore remains
the best account of this, Britain¿s greatest military
defeat. In just ten weeks, Malaya was overrun and
the ¿fortress¿ of Singapore surrendered to a
Japanese army that found itself outnumbered by the
100,000+ British and Commonwealth prisoners.
Written at a time when he could still interview many
of the senior officers as well as ordinary soldiers
caught up in this disaster, Noel Barber¿s account
reveals how peacetime complacency prevailed in
Singapore up to the very moment the Japanese
onslaught began.
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